INTRODUCTION
Natural scene text detection refers to detecting and locating text regions in natural scene images. The text information in the scene image is an important semantic information, which can briefly express the main content of the image. Scene text detection has important significance for image understanding, analysis and retrieval. The practical applications of scene text detection is mainly found in the fields of image retrieval, intelligent transportation, commercial paper processing, image encryption, automatic translation, and blind navigation etc.
The methods for classifying the scenes can be classified into two categories: methods [1] [2] [3] [4] based on a sliding window and methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] based on a connected region. For the former category, the input image is first scaled on different levels, and then window sliding of different sizes is used on each scale image to extract pre-designed edges, textures and other local structural features for each sliding window. Based on these feature values, a feature vector is formed for training classifier to determine whether the sliding window is a character region. The latter category is based on the consistency of the character region in terms of brightness, color, stroke width characteristics etc. First, the candidate region detection algorithm detects a large number of connected regions of the suspected characters, and then the manually designed features such as edges, textures and geometric strokes of characters are used to classify the candidate character regions, filter out the character connected regions, and finally merge the character regions into text lines by combining the spatial position and color relationship of the character regions, thereby completing the text positioning.
Based on the existing scene text detection algorithm, this paper combines the improved MSER algorithm and convolutional neural network to detect the scene text. The work done in this paper mainly includes (1) optimizing the classical MSER algorithm, and using the gradient amplitude enhancement processing to enhance the blurred text boundary of the scene image. The coordinate information and geometric information of the candidate regions are utilized by a combined suppression strategy for filtering the coincident regions, the approximate coincident regions and the nested regions. (2) Design of a convolutional neural network Char-CNN, which is specifically used for candidates region classification; (3) Use of a cohesive hierarchical clustering algorithm to generate the final text.
II. NATURAL SCENE TEXT DETECTION METHOD
The flowchart of MSER-based scene text detection algorithm proposed is shown in Figure I , which mainly includes three main steps: candidate region extraction, candidate region classification and character region merging into text lines. The candidate region extraction process is to extract the connected regions of the possible character regions. In this paper, an improved MSER algorithm is designed to extract candidate regions. Firstly, the gradient of the scene image is used to improve the contrast of the text boundary, and then the coordinates of the candidate regions are used to design a combined suppression strategy for filtering coincident regions, approximate coincident regions, and nested regions. The method can filter out a large number of non-character regions in the candidate region extraction phase. This paper designs a Char-CNN binary classifier based on convolutional neural network to classify the candidate character regions and uses semi-automatic method to establish a dataset containing 1600 positive samples and 8000 negative samples to train Char-CNN. The Char-CNN network designed in this paper can be very effective. Finally, the character regions are merged to generate the text. The hierarchical clustering algorithm is used according to the position of the character region centroid, and distances between classes and the distance within the classes.
A. Improved Scene Text Candidate Region Extraction Algorithm
The flowchart of improved MSER algorithm proposed in this paper is shown in Figure II . The traditional MSER algorithm is improved from two aspects. On the one hand, the gradient amplitude enhancement is applied to the grayscale of the original scene image, which improves the contrast of blurred boundaries. On the other hand, a combined suppression strategy is applied to filter the coincident region, the approximate coincident region and the nested region to improve the proportion of the positive candidate regions. 
In (1) The Area function calculates the common area of two regions, the Max function calculates the larger area of the two, and k represents the degree of approximation. When k is equal to 1, it means complete coincidence. A nested candidate region refers to a region that is completely located inside another region. The process of the combined suppression strategy is as follows: h . If it is coincident, it is marked as to be deleted; c) performing an approximate coincidence determination on an region that is not marked as a duplicate, and marking a candidate region having a larger area in the approximated coincident candidate region as being to be deleted; d) Approximate nesting judgment is performed on the regions not marked as duplicates, and the nested candidate regions must satisfy the inclusion relationship, and the area and coordinates of the two cannot be too different. If the area of the nested candidate regions is small, the region is marked as to be deleted; e) Delete all candidate regions marked as to be deleted.
S t a r t
it is a n a p p ro x im a te c o in c id e n t a r e a W h e th e r it is a n e s te d a re a Char-CNN scene text candidate regions classifier As shown in Figure V , the Char-CNN classifier classifies candidate regions into training and classification categories. The dataset needs to be prepared before training and classification. The original dataset is derived from ICDAR2013. After the improved MSER algorithm, the original dataset will extract many candidate regions, and each candidate region will generate a single image and be normalized into a size of 48 × 48. The improved MSER algorithm is used to perform the maximum stable extremum region detection on the training set of ICDAR2013, and each detected image block is saved as a JPG format image. The training dataset contains a total of 229 natural scene images, and after the training, about 24,000 small images are generated. Then, 1500 character region image blocks are selected from the small images as positive samples, and 8000 typical background region image blocks are selected as negative samples. All images are divided into training datasets, validation datasets, and test datasets. After the dataset is ready, train Char-CNN first. After completing the Char-CNN training, the candidate regions can be calculated sequentially using the trained Char-CNN model. If the result obtained is 0, the region is labeled as background. If the result obtained by the Char-CNN classifier is 1, it indicates the candidate region is a character region.
B. Character Region Merging Algorithm Using Hierarchical
Clustering This paper adopts a bottom-up condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm. First, each element in the dataset is treated as a single cluster. Then the merge operations are performed on these clusters to form larger and larger clusters, until the expected termination condition is met, or all clusters are merged into one cluster. The clustering process of character regions in this paper is shown in Figure VI The final hierarchical clustering algorithm will output clustered K sets, and the centroids of the character regions in each set are considered to be on the same horizontal line.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
ICDAR2013 dataset is chosen to test the algorithm proposed in this paper. Firstly, the performance of the proposed improved MSER algorithm for character candidate regions is tested. The improved MSER algorithm minimizes the detection of the background area while ensuring that the character area is detected.
For the improved MSER algorithm compared with the classic MSER algorithm, the character recall rate increases from 88.9% to 90.2%, and the proportion of detected character The performance of Char-CNN was evaluated in Table II The accuracy of Char-CNN classification is 93.6%, and the classification accuracy of SVM classifier is 89.5%. The reason is the SVM classifier only uses fixed operators to extract image features, while the Char-CNN classifier uses multiple convolution kernels to iteratively train on multiple convolutional layers and repeatedly optimizes the convolution kernel during continuous training.
The overall performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated, and compared with other main MSER-based text detection algorithms in recent years in Table III . [7] 0.75 0.83 0.79 Neumann et al [9] 0.65 0.74 0.69 Zamberletti et al [10] 0.71 0.80 0.75
Although the algorithms used in the comparison experiments in this paper are based on traditional MSER, the specific implementations are different. The recall rate of the proposed algorithm for the text region is 0.68, which is higher than that of Neumann's algorithm, but slightly lower than the other three algorithms. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is 0.85 higher than other algorithms. Because in the candidate region detection phase, this paper only uses the improved MSER algorithm to detect the candidate region on the gray image of the original image, while other algorithms use the MSER algorithm to detect the candidate region in multi-channel or multi-size. However, this paper uses a combined suppression strategy to filter a large number of coincident regions, approximate coincident regions, and nested regions, so that the proportion of character regions in the candidate regions extracted in this paper is much higher than that of other algorithms, which is beneficial to improve the accuracy rate of the candidate region classification phase.
In addition, in the classification stage of candidate regions, this paper uses Char-CNN classifier, which extracts features using multiple convolution kernels, and continuously optimizes convolution kernel parameters in a large number of training processes, and achieves better classification performance, which ultimately leads to a higher overall accuracy of text detection. The algorithm proposed in this paper has also achieved good results on the F-Measure indicator.
IV. CONCLUSION Based on the existing scene text detection algorithm, this paper combines the improved MSER algorithm and convolutional neural network to detect the scene text. Compared with the same type of algorithms, the text detection algorithm has a competitive comprehensive performance.
